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previous papers, the authors have described the design and
performance analysis of client/server systems [7,18,19,20].
This paper investigates component interconnection in
client/server systems, in particular the design and
performance modeling of component interconnection
patterns, which define and encapsulate the way client and
server components communicate with each other. This
paper describes the component interconnection patterns of
synchronous and asynchronous communication with a
multi-threaded server.
The approach we have taken is to start with UML design
models of the component interconnection patterns. We
then provide performance annotations of the UML design
models using an XML-based notation. The performanceannotated UML design model is mapped to a performance
model, which allows us to analyze the performance of the
software architecture executing on various system
configurations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides the basic background on software architecture and
describes our approach. Section 3 describes the UML
interconnection patterns.
Section 4 describes the
performance
annotations
of the UML-described
architectures. Section 5 describes the performance models
of the component interconnection patterns and section 6
provides concluding remarks and points to future work.

ABSTRACT
The ability to estimate the future performance of a large and
complex distributed software system at design time, and
iteratively refine these estimates at development time, can
significantly reduce overall software cost and risk. This
paper investigates component interconnection in
client/server systems, in particular the design and
performance modeling of component interconnection
patterns, which define and encapsulate the way client and
server components communicate with each other. We start
with UML design models of the component interconnection
patterns. These designs are performance annotated using an
XML-type notation. The performance-annotated UML
design model is mapped to a performance model, which
allows us to analyze the performance of the software
architecture executing on various system configurations.
Keywords: component interconnection patterns, software
architecture, XML, UML, performance model, queuing
networks.
1. INTRODUCTION
When designing the software architecture of a complex
distributed software system, an important consideration is
the performance of the resulting system. The ability to
estimate the future performance of a large and complex
distributed software system at design time, and iteratively
refine these estimates at development time, can significantly
reduce overall software cost and risk. In

2.
SOFTWARE
PERFORMANCE

ARCHITECTURE

AND

2.1 Software Architecture
Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of
this work or personal or classroom use is granted without
fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for
profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this
notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, to republish, to post on servers, or to redistribute
to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.

The software architecture of a system is the structure of the
system, which consists of software components, the
externally visible properties of those components, and the
interconnections among them [3,27]. Software components
and their interactions can be formally specified using an
architecture description language [1,2,12,21,26,27,28] to
describe the software architecture. Architecture description
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languages (ADLs) separate the description of the overall
system structure in terms of components and their
interconnections from the description of the internal details
of the individual components.
A component is defined in terms of its interface, including
the operations it provides and requires. A connector
encapsulates the interconnection protocol between two or
more components.
At this stage, most ADLs are research languages.
Althought there is a general agreement about the basic
concepts of an ADL, there are significant differences
among the various ADLs. Some ADLs, such as C2 [29,31],
UniCon [28] and Wright [2], support connectors explicitly,
while others, e.g., Rapide [12] and Darwin [21], specify
them as connections (functions provided or required)
between components.
The Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a graphicallybased object-oriented notation developed by the Object
Management Group as a standard means of describing
software designs [4,25], which is gaining widespread
acceptance in the software industry. There are efforts to
provide a bridge from UML to software architectures [9].
There have been some attempts to integrate ADLs with the
Unified Modeling Language (UML) [24]. There have also
been investigations on how software architectures can be
described using the UML notation [10]. Currently, UML
lacks formal semantics for architecture description and for
performance modeling.
Analyzing the performance of a software architecture
allows a quantifiable tradeoff analysis with the objective of
minimizing risks in software designs. An example of
performing architecture tradeoff analysis is given in [11].
Other approaches based on analytic performance models
are described in [7,18,19,20].

2.3 Approach
The approach described in this paper is illustrated in Figure
1. A distributed software architecture is composed of a set
of components and a set of connectors that can be used to
connect the components. In this paper, components are
considered black boxes that interact with other components
through connectors.
Components send and receive
messages to and from other components using the protocols
specified by the connectors.
The approach described in this paper is to start with a UML
design model of the component interconnection pattern. We
then provide a performance annotation of the UML design
model using an XML type notation. We then map the
performance annotated UML design model to a
performance model to analyze the performance of the
architecture.

distributed software
architecture = components +
connectors
UML
UMLDescription
Descriptionof
of
Interconnection
InterconnectionPatterns
Patterns

Performance
PerformanceAnnotated
AnnotatedUML
UML
Description
Description

2.2 Component Interconnection Patterns
A design pattern describes a recurring design problem to be
solved, a solution to the problem, and the context in which
that solution works [5,6]. The description is in terms of
communicating objects and classes that are customized to
solve a general design problem in a particular context. In
this paper, a component interconnection pattern defines and
encapsulates the way client and server components
communicate with each other via connectors. In distributed
applications, component interconnection patterns are
needed to support the different types inter-component
communication, including synchronous, asynchronous,
brokered, and group communication [7,8,9,22,23,30].
In the UML notation, the class diagram is used to depict the
static view of interconnection patterns, whereas the
collaboration diagram depicts the dynamic view. This
paper describes component interconnection patterns for
synchronous and asynchronous communication [9].

Performance
PerformanceModel
Model
performance metrics
Figure 1 – Design and Performance Modeling Approach
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Synchronous or Asynchronous and a Server component is
Single-Threaded or Multi-Threaded. A Multi-Threaded
Server component class is composed of a Dispatcher class
(1-1 relationship) and a Worker Server class (1-n
relationship).
3.2 Dynamic Modeling of Component Interconnection
Patterns
UML collaboration diagrams are used to depict the
dynamic interactions between the component and connector
objects, i.e., instances of the classes depicted on the class
diagrams. An active object has its own thread of control and
executes concurrently with other objects. This is in contrast
to a passive object, which does not have a thread of control.
In these patterns, all components are active apart from the
message buffers, which are passive monitor objects [30].
Messages are numbered on the collaboration diagrams to
show the sequence of occurrence.
Figure 3 depicts a collaboration diagram for the simplest
form of client/server communication, which is a
Synchronous Client component communicating with a
Single Threaded Server component using static binding.
The Synchronous Client component has a Synchronous
Client Connector, which hides from it the details of the
interconnection with the Server. The Single Threaded
Server component has a Single Threaded Server Connector,
which hides from it the details of the interconnection with
the client.
In Figure 3, the Client Connector acts as a client stub
performing the marshalling of messages and unmarshalling
of responses [22]. Thus it receives a client message, packs
the message, and sends the packed message to the Server
Connector (single threaded or multi-threaded). The Client
Connector also unpacks the server responses for delivery to
the Client component.
Figure 4 shows the more complex case of a Multi-threaded
Server. Both the Multi-Threaded Server component and
the Multi-Threaded Server Connector are composite
objects. The clients could be either synchronous or
asynchronous, as described next, and the binding could be
static or dynamic.
The Server Connector receives the packed message and
stores it in a message buffer. From there, the Server Stub
(Single Threaded or Multi-threaded) unpacks the message.
In the case of the Single Threaded Server Stub (Fig. 3), it
delivers the message to the Single Threaded Server
component and waits for the response. In the case of the
Multi-threaded Server Stub (Fig. 4), it places the message
in a Dispatcher Buffer and proceeds to unpack the next
incoming message. The Dispatcher receives the message
from the Dispatcher Buffer and dispatches the message to
an available Worker Server. Alternatively, the Dispatcher
instantiates a Worker Server to handle the request. The
Worker Server services the request and sends the response
to a Server Return Stub, which packs the response and
forwards it to the Client Connector.

3. SPECIFYING COMPONENT
INTERCONNECTION PATTERNS WITH UML
3.1 Static Modeling of Component Interconnection
Patterns
The UML class diagrams, which depict the static modeling
of the component interconnection patterns, use stereotypes
to differentiate among the different kinds of component and
connector classes. In UML, a stereotype is a subclass of
an existing modeling element, which is used to represent a
usage distinction [25], in this case the kind of component or
connector class. A stereotype is depicted using guillemets,
e.g., <<Component>>.
For this work, the stereotypes
introduced are <<Component>>, <<Connector>>, and
<<Resource>>.
Figure 2(a) depicts a class diagram for a client/server
system. A component is an application class that is defined
in terms of its interface, which is visible to other
components, and its implementation, which is hidden from
other components. In this example, the client and server
classes are depicted using the stereotype <<component>>.
A connector hides the details of the interaction between
components. To model the performance of a distributed
software architecture, it is useful to consider a connector in
terms of a client connector that communicates with a server
connector via a resource. A resource is used to depict a
part of the communication infrastructure that supports the
interconnection among components or connectors and is
introduced to facilitate the mapping to performance models
as the presence of a resource needs to be explicitly
modeled. In these patterns, the Network is a <<resource>>.
Each server component has a logical 1-many association
with client components. Physically, however, each client
component has a 1-1 association with a client connector and
each server component has a 1-1 association with a server
connector. The network resource has a 1-many association
with the client and server connectors. Optionally, there
may also be one or more brokers. A Broker is modeled as a
component class. There may be 0,1, or more brokers in a
client/server system.
Figure 2(b) shows the Client Connector, which is
specialized into a Synchronous Client Connector, an
Asynchronous Client Connector (which is a composite
class, composed of a Client Message Input Buffer class, a
Client Call Stub class and a Client Return Stub class) and a
Brokered Client Connector. In Figure 2(c), the Server
Connector is specialized into a Single Threaded Server
Connector or Multi-Threaded Server Connector. The
former is composed of a Single Threaded Server Message
Buffer class and a Single Threaded Server Stub class. The
Multi-Threaded Server Connector is composed of a MultiThreaded Server Message Buffer class, a Multi-Threaded
Server Stub class, a Dispatcher Buffer (all 1-1
relationships), and a Server Return Stub (1-n relationship).
Components are also classified, a Client component is
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Figure 2 - Class Diagram for Client/Server System Connectors

A1: request_msg(
in :Message_type,
out :Response_type)
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:Synchronous
Client

A2: forward_msg(
:Packed_Message_type)
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<<Component>>
:Single Threaded
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Figure 3 – Collaboration Diagram for Synchronous Client and Single Threaded Server
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Figure 4 – Collaboration Diagram for Multi Threaded Server Connector
Fig. 5 shows the case of an Asynchronous Client
component, which needs an Asynchronous Client
Connector. The Asynchronous Client Connector is more
complex than the Synchronous Client Connector as it has to
support a call-back capability, whereby the Asynchronous
Client component can send a message, continue processing,
and later receive a server response. Thus whereas, the
Synchronous Client Connector (Fig. 3) sends the message
to the server and waits for the response, the Asynchronous
Client Connector (Fig. 4) is capable of sending multiple
client messages before a server response is received. To
handle this, the Asynchronous Client Connector has two
concurrent stub objects, a Client Call Stub for handling
outgoing messages and a Client Return Stub for handling
incoming responses. Responses are buffered in the Client
Message Input Buffer, where they can be received as
desired by the Asynchronous Client component.

C1: send_msg(
:Message_type)
<<Component>>
:Asynchronous Client
C5: receive_response(out
:Response_type)
<<Connector>>
Asynchronous
Client Connector

C2: forward_msg(
:Packed_
Message_type)
:Client Call
Stub

C4: send_reply(in
:Response_type)
:Client Message Input
Buffer

C3: forward_reply(
:Packed_
Response_type)

<<Resource>>
:Network

:Client Return
Stub

Figure 5 – Collaboration Diagram for Asynchronous
Client Connector
4.1. Performance Parameters

4. PERFORMANCE ANNOTATIONS OF UMLDESCRIBED ARCHITECTURES

The performance of distributed systems can be analyzed
through analytic [14] or simulation models. The parameters
required for these models fall into two categories:

This section describes the performance annotation of
software architectures depicted in UML notation. The
performance parameters needed to characterize the
performance of the objects in UML-described architectures
are given. It includes the performance annotations for
components, connectors, and resources. The UML models
are mapped to XML, which allows us to capture both the
architecture and performance parameters in one notation.

a) Workload intensity parameters. This type of parameter
measures the load placed on the various system resources.
This can be measured in terms of arrival rates (e.g.,
requests/sec) or by the number of concurrent entities (e.g.,
clients) requesting work along with the rate at which each
client requests work.
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b) Service demand parameters. These parameters indicate
the amount of each resource used on the average by each
type of request. Service demands can be measured in time
units or in other units from which time can be derived. For
example, the service demand on a communication link can
be expressed by the size of a message in bits, provided we
know the link capacity in bps.
The performance parameters for a component deal with two
types of interface, the port and the entry. A port supports
one-way communication. A message is sent on an output
port and received on an input port.
Message
communication may be asynchronous or synchronous
without response, as shown in Figs. 3-5. An entry supports
two-way message communication, i.e., synchronous
message communication with response, as shown in Figs. 34. Fig. 6 shows the UML objects refined to explicitly depict
the input and output ports, using the Darwin notation [21],
although the ROOM [26] notation could also be used. The
connector shown in Fig. 6 corresponds to the client
connector – resource – server connector shown in Figs. 3-5.
Figure 6 illustrates two interconnected components or
objects with their input ports (i.e., places where messages
arrive) and their output ports (i.e., places where messages
are sent to input ports of other components). Messages can
arrive at an input port from another component via a
connector or from outside the system. In this case, one
must specify the message arrival rate. In the example of
Fig. 6, port a of Object A receives messages from the
outside world at a rate of 5 messages/sec.

•

Latency: time it takes a bit to propagate across the
network.
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Figure 6 – Interconnected Components
4.2 Performance Annotations of Components
From a performance perspective, an input port interface is
classified into two parts: an incoming message part and an
outgoing message part, which is sent via an output port.
Each incoming message will require some CPU time to
process it and will optionally result in an output message of
a given size being generated, which is then sent over a
specified output port. The arrival of a message on a given
input port needs c milliseconds of CPU time to process, and
results in a message of size m bytes being generated and
sent on an output port p.
It is also possible that the input port is an external port,
which receives messages directly from the external
environment. In this case, it is necessary to specify the
characteristics of the incoming message load in terms of the
average incoming message size and arrival rate.
In the case of an entry interface, which supports two-way
communication, the incoming message results in an
outgoing message of a certain size being generated and sent
out on the same interface. It is assumed that entries, which
represent server interfaces, do not receive messages directly
from the external environment.

The type of connector used to interconnect components
influences the performance of component based systems.
The following performance parameters are important when
describing connectors:

•

Bandwidth: defines the rate at which bits are
transmitted over the network.

L: 5 messages/sec

The figure also illustrates what happens when a message is
received at an input port. For example, when a message
arrives at port b in Object A, there is a 0.3 probability that a
message will be generated at port d and a 0.7 probability
that a message will be generated at output port e. In the
former case, it takes an average of 1 sec to process the
incoming message and generate the outgoing message. In
the latter case, it takes 3 sec. The figure also shows the
message sizes in bytes.

•

•

Client and server stub times. This is the time needed
by the client and server stubs to carry out tasks such as
parameter marshaling, parameter conversion, and
message generation.

4.2.1 XML Notation for Performance Annotations of
Components

Number of concurrent server threads.

The specification, in an XML-type notation, for a
component’s performance parameters is given below. We
use italics to indicate built-in types such as string or real
and use boldface to indicate keywords Optional
specifications appear within square brackets. Specifications
that may appear at least once are indicated within [ ]+.

•

Maximum number of connections to be accepted by the
server.
The following parameters are important when specifying a
network resource:
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</ClientConnectorName>
<ClientConnectorType> asynchronous | synchronous
| brokered </ClientConnectorType>
<ClientStubTime> real sec </ClientStubTime>
</ClientConnector>

Specifications that may appear zero or more times are
indicated within [ ]*.
<component>
<ComponentTypeName> string
</ComponentTypeName>
[<port> <InputPortName> string </InputPortName>
<PortType> external | internal </PortType>
[<AvgIncomingMsgSize> real bytes
</AvgIncomingMsgSize>
<IncomingMsgArrRate> real msg/sec
</IncomingMsgArrRate>]
<case>
[<probability> real </probability>
<ProcessingTime> real sec </ProcessingTime>
<OutgoingMsgSize> real bytes
</OutgoingMsgSize>
<OutputPortName> string </OutputPortName>]+
</case>
</port>]*
[<entry> <EntryName> string </EntryName>
<ProcessingTime> real sec </ProcessingTime>
<OutgoingMsgSize> real bytes </OutgoingMsgSize>
</entry>]*
</component>
The details are as follows: There is one component
declaration for each component. There is one port
declaration for each input port of the given component.
The input port name is specified. The port type is also
specified: external or internal. An external port receives
messages from the external environment. An internal port
receives messages from another component. In the case of
an external port, it is also necessary to specify the average
incoming message size and the message arrival rate.
Performance parameters for an outgoing message are the
processing time, ProcessingTime, of the incoming message,
the size, OutgoingMsgSize, of the outgoing message and
the port, OutputPortName, where it is sent to. If there is the
possibility of more than one message being generated and
sent out of a different port, then it is necessary to specify
the probability of each case.
For each entry interface, the entry name EntryName is
specified. The performance parameters are the processing
time, ProcessingTime, of the incoming message and the
outgoing message size, OutgoingMsgSize. The outgoing
message is sent out on the same interface.

The Client Connector has a name as well as a
ClientConnectorType, which can be asynchronous,
synchronous, or brokered.
The ClientStubTime is
specified, which is the CPU time required to process a
message and/or response.
The specification in XML notation for a server connector’s
performance parameters is as follows:
<ServerConnector>
<ServerConnectorName> string
</ServerConnectorName>
<ServerStubTime> real sec </ServerStubTime>
<NumberServerThreads> integer
</NumberServerThreads>
<MaxNumServerConnections> integer
</MaxNumServerConnections>
</ServerConnector>
The Server Connector has a name. The server stub time,
ServerStubTime, is specified, which is the CPU time
required to process a message and/or response. The
number of server threads is specified. For a sequential
server, this value is equal to 1. For a concurrent server, this
value is greater than 1. In addition, the maximum number
of server connections is specified.
4.2.3 XML Notation for Performance Annotations of
Resources
The specification in XML notation for a resource’s
performance parameters is given next. At this time, there is
only one resource specified, namely the network that
connects components and connectors.
The network parameters are the latency and the bandwidth.
<resource>
<ResourceName> string </ResourceName>
<latency> real msec </latency>
<bandwidth> real Mbps </bandwidth>
</resource>
5. PERFORMANCE MODELS OF COMPONENT
INTERCONNECTION PATTERNS

4.2.2 XML Notation for Performance Annotations of
Connectors

In this section, we describe the performance models of the
Component Interconnection Patterns for synchronous and
asynchronous communication. These models are based on
previous work in performance modeling of software
systems [13,14,15,16,17,32].

There are two types of connector: Client Connector and
Server Connector.
The specification in XML notation for a client connector’s
performance parameters is:
<ClientConnector>
<ClientConnectorName> string
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5.1 Synchronous Communication – Fixed Number of
Threads

0.7

Avg. Response Time (sec)

0.6

Here we assume that the client sends a request to a multithreaded server. Each request is handled by a single thread.
The number of threads is fixed. All threads are assumed to
be created at server initialization time. A queue of requests
to be processed by the server arises. It is assumed that the
server uses both CPU and I/O in order to process the
request.
Figure 7 shows the performance model for a synchronous
Client/Server (C/S) interaction. The number of requests
within the dashed box cannot exceed the number of threads
m. If there are more requests than available threads, the
additional requests have to wait in the queue of threads.

network
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Figure 8 - Response Time vs. Arrival Rate for Different
Values of the Number of Threads for Synchronous
Communication and Fixed Number of Threads.
The model of Fig. 9 can be solved using a non-hierarchical
queuing network model given that there is no limit in the
number of threads in the system. The tradeoff in this case is
between the time to wait for an existing thread and the time
to create and destroy threads. Fig. 10 shows a graph that
illustrates this tradeoff. The graph shows the average
response time versus the number of threads in the fixed
number of threads case under the assumption that the time
to create and destroy a thread is one third of the time to
execute the thread. As it can be seen, there is a cross over
point for six threads. Below this limit, the dynamic thread
case provides a better response time because of the
excessive time in the thread queue. As more threads
become available in the thread pool, the thread waiting time
decreases in a more than linear fashion. For more than six
threads, the thread creation and destruction time exceeds
the thread waiting time.

cpu
queue
for
threads

0.4

0.1

server
client

0.5

io

Figure 7 – Performance Model for Synchronous C/S
Interaction with Fixed Number of Threads
The queuing model for the server consists of a hierarchical
model in which the server throughput X (n) for n = 0, …,
m is obtained by solving the queuing network that
represents the server (CPU and IO) using Mean Value
Analysis. Then, using the decomposition principle [14], the
entire server including the queue for threads is modeled
using a Markov Chain model.
In a closed system, the number of clients, N, is fixed and the
average think time, Z, per client has to be known. Figure 8
shows a graph of response time versus request arrival rate
for different values of the number of threads. The curves
show that as the number of threads increases, the response
time decreases and the maximum achievable throughput
increases.

5.3 Asynchronous Communication
The asynchronous communication case includes the case in
which the client goes through three phases:
1. Phase 1: local processing, at the end of which a request
is sent to the server. The client does not stop while
waiting for the request and proceeds to phase 2. Let t1
be the average local processing time at this phase.
2. Phase 2: local processing while waiting for the reply
from the server. If the reply from the server does not
arrive before this processing, of duration t2, is
complete, the client stops and waits for the reply.
Otherwise, the client finishes execution of its phase 2.
3. Phase 3: the client does local processing based on the
reply received from the server. Let t3 be the duration of
this phase.

5.2 - Synchronous Communication – Dynamic Thread
Pool
In the case of dynamic thread pool, each time a request is
created, a new thread is created to serve the request. When
the request is complete, the thread is destroyed. In this
case, there is no queue for threads. The corresponding
queuing model is shown in Fig. 9.
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a performance model, which allows us to analyze the
performance of the software architecture executing on
various system configurations. This paper has described
the case of synchronous and asynchronous communication
with a multi-threaded server. We have also modeled
component interconnection patterns for brokered
communication, although there is insufficient space to
describe this.

server
thread
creation

network

client

thread
destruction

cpu

Throughput (req/sec)

io

Figure 9 – Performance Model for Synchronous C/S
Interaction with a Dynamic Thread Pool
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Figure 11 - Throughput vs. Number of Clients for
Asynchronous Communication.
We plan to extend the work developed in this project by
providing a language-based method for the design and
performance analysis of component-based systems prior to
their implementation. For that purpose, we plan to specify a
Component-based System and Performance Description
Language (CBSPDL). The goal is to specify both the
architecture and performance of a large component-based
distributed system in terms of new components, as well as
predefined
components
and
inter-component
communication patterns that are stored in a reuse library.
Thus, our goal is to expand our research in the direction of
advancing the methods and software technology needed to
reduce the costs and risks in the software development of
large and complex distributed software systems.

0.20

5

t2=0.4

Dynamic Pool

Figure 10 - Tradeoff Between the Fixed Number of
Threads and the Dynamic Thread Pool Cases.
The type of asynchronous communication discussed here
can be implemented with multithreaded clients or with
callbacks. To model asynchronous communication, an
approximate iterative model is used.
Figure 11 shows the throughput, measured in requests/sec,
versus the number of clients for different values of t2. The
following observations can be made. After a certain number
of clients, 50 in Fig. 11, the throughput is the same for all
values of t2 considered. This happens because the server
will be congested and the response time will always be
received after t2 expires. In a lighter load range, the
throughput increases as t2 decreases. This happens because
clients are able to send requests at a higher rate.
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